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Abstract
Accurate topology information is critical for effective operation of power distribution networks. Line outages change the
operational topology of a distribution network. Hence, outage detection is an important task. Power distribution networks are
operated as radial trees and are recently adopting the integration of advanced sensors to monitor the network in real time. In this
paper, a dynamic-programming-based minimum cost sensor placement solution is proposed for outage identifiability. We propose a
novel formulation of the sensor placement as a cost optimization problem involving binary placement decisions, and then provide
an algorithm based on dynamic programming to solve it in polynomial time. The advantage of the proposed placement strategy is
that it incorporates various types of sensors, is independent of time varying load statistics, has a polynomial execution time and
is cost effective. Numerical results illustrating the proposed sensor placement solution are presented for multiple feeder models
including standard IEEE test feeders.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Distribution network operators require accurate estimates of the network topology. Real time awareness of the operational
topology of a distribution network is necessary for executing several important tasks [1]–[4]. However, line outages in a
distribution network change the operational topology. Line outages are open lines in a distribution network that occur as a
result of protective devices automatically isolating some part of the network. The cause for this isolation could be faults or
physical topology attacks. A physical topology attack alters the physical dynamics of the network by physically removing bus
interconnections [5]. Regardless of the reason for an outage, the isolation caused by it results in part of the network being
disconnected from the main grid to form an island. Due to the loss of power supply from the main grid, the island might not
be energized. Alternatively, with the advent of distributed generators (DGs) it is possible that the island remains energized
by receiving power from a DG unit [6]. Regardless of the state of the island, real time detection of line outages (termed as
outage detection) and the current operational topology of the network (termed as topology identification) is an important task
to return stability to the distribution network.
A. Related Work
The radial structure of distribution networks has traditionally led them to have fewer monitoring devices. However, increasing
load and consumption demands has increased the need for more reliable and secure operation of the grid. Therefore, distribution
grid operators have recently started adopting smart grid technology [7]–[9] for grid monitoring. For example, Florida Power
and Light Co. has signed a contract with Sentient Energy, Inc. ordering 20,000 line sensors [10]. Also, high precision phasor
measurement units (PMUs) called micro-PMUs (µPMUs) are being designed specifically for distribution networks [11]. A
PMU is a device that estimates the magnitude and phase angle of an electrical phasor quantity like voltage using a common
time source for synchronization [12]. Assuming the widespread adoption of such sensors in distribution networks, new topology
identification and outage detection methods are being proposed. Topology identification methods using optimal matching loop
power [13], time series measurements from PMUs [14], data from smart-meters [15], mixed integer quadratic programming
[16] and voltage correlation data [17] were proposed previously. Utilizing power flow measurements from sensors along with
load statistics, the authors of [18], [19] propose maximum a-posteriori (MAP) and maximum likelihood (ML) outage detection
algorithms respectively.
An important first step in employing sensors is their strategic placement in a network. Sensor placement techniques for state
estimation [20] and anomaly detection [21] were proposed previously. Specifically for outage detection, [18], [19] propose
sensor placement algorithms that support their corresponding outage detection algorithms and are optimal for them. However,
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2the placement algorithms of [18], [19] have a few drawbacks. Firstly, they are dependent on load statistics, i.e., expected load
demands. Hence, the sensor placement solutions are only optimal for the expected load demands that were considered during
the placement. Since expected load demands are time variant, this dependency might affect the optimality of the placement
or worse could make outage detection of some line outages with the current placement impossible. Secondly, the placement
algorithms consider all nodes in the network to have non-zero loads. However, most distribution networks have zero-injection
nodes, due to which the proposed detection algorithms are unable to detect some outage scenarios. Finally, the placement
algorithms are computationally intensive since they involve multiple computations of probability of missed detection error for
various outage hypotheses.
B. Our Contribution
In this paper, we present a dynamic-programming-based minimum cost sensor placement solution for outage detection in
distribution networks. It was shown in [19] that real power flow measurements are superior to voltage measurements when
using only a small number of measurements for detecting outages in the distribution network. This is due to the small
voltage differences between nodes which makes distinguishing changes between them difficult. Further, outages result in larger
deviations in real power flows as compared with voltages. In order to deal with these issues, in our previous work [22],
considering sensors that measure both real power flows and voltages, we have proposed a novel formulation of the sensor
placement problem as a discrete cost optimization problem [22]. In this paper, we expand and build on our initial formulation
in [22]. To this end, first, we provide systematic definitions of concepts called topology detectability and outage identifiability.
These are important criteria that determine the capability of a sensor placement to provide measurements that are sufficient to
distinguish and detect all outage scenarios. Next, we present the cost optimized sensor placement problem of [22]. We further
describe how the constraints of our optimization problem are necessary and sufficient for outage identifiability. Exploiting
the radial structure of a distribution network, we then propose a dynamic programming algorithm that provides an optimum
solution for our optimization problem in polynomial time. The advantage of our placement algorithm in comparison to those of
[18], [19] is that our solution considers various types of sensors, is independent of load statistics and line parameters, enables
detection of line outages involving zero-injection nodes, and is computationally efficient.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we present a description of the system model that would
be employed in this paper. In section III we define topology detectability and outage identifiability. We describe our optimal
sensor placement problem in section IV and present the dynamic programming algorithm to solve it in section V. Section VI
presents numerical results and finally, conclusions are drawn in section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Topology of a Distribution Network
We model the nominal (outage free) distribution network as a radial tree G = {V,E} with N nodes, where V is the set of
nodes and E is the set of edges. We have V = {1, 2, · · · , N}. Without loss of generality (WLOG) we consider node 1 as the
point of common coupling (PCC), i.e. the substation or the point where the distribution network under analysis is connected
to the main grid and hence node 1 is the root node of the tree G. Regarding the root node we make the following assumptions.
Assumption 1. We assume that the root node is the only power source in the distribution network.
Assumption 2. The edge that connects the root node (PCC) to the main grid carries the power supply required for the entire
distribution network and is therefore most likely to experience an outage. Hence, we assume that the operator directly monitors
this line and therefore we do not consider sensor placement for this edge.
An edge between nodes i and j with i as the parent node, i.e., power flows in the direction i to j, is represented as (i, j).
Hence, E is the set of all edges (i, j) of the network. For every node i, di is the degree of the node, Ci is the set of all its
children and pi is its parent node. For every node i, we call the edge that connects it to its parent node as the parent edge
of node i and similarly we call the edges that connect it to its children as the child edges of node i. Also, if an edge (i, j)
is on the path that connects another edge (k, l) to the root node then edge (i, j) is said to be upstream of edge (k, l) and
edge (k, l) is said to be downstream of edge (i, j). Fig. 1 illustrates a distribution network tree with N = 9 nodes. Node 1
is the root node. We have V = {1, 2, · · · , 9}. For illustration, the edge between nodes 1 and 2 is represented by (1, 2) in the
figure. Considering node 3 as an example, we have its degree d3 = 4, the set of its children C3 = {5, 6, 7} and its parent node
p3 = 1. For node 3, the edge (1, 3) is its parent edge, and the edges (3, 5), (3, 6), (3, 7) are its child edges. Also, we can say
that edge (1, 3) is upstream of edge (6, 9) and edge (6, 9) is downstream of edge (1, 3).
B. Load Model
Each non-root node i in the network has a power consumption load li. The forecast of each load is lˆi with error ei = li− lˆi.
Assuming that the errors are mutually independent normal random variables ei ∼ N(0, σ2i ), the true load can be modeled as a
random variable distributed as li ∼ N(lˆi, σ2i ) [18]. In the vector case we can write l ∼ N(lˆ,Σ) where l and lˆ are the vector
3of true loads and vector of load forecasts at each node, and Σ is a diagonal covariance matrix. In any real world distribution
network, there are at least a few nodes that do not have any load consumption, called zero-injection nodes. Representing the
set of all zero-injection nodes in a network as Z, we have that zero-injection node i ∈ Z has li = lˆi = σi = 0. In Fig. 1
we have no zero-injection nodes, i.e., Z = Φ where Φ represents an empty set. Regarding the set Z we make the following
assumption.
Assumption 3. We assume that the set Z remains constant for all time, i.e., a zero-injection node i ∈ Z will always have
lˆi = σi = 0 and a nonzero-injection node j ∈ V \ Z will always have lˆj > 0 and σj ≥ 0.
Regarding the loads at nonzero-injection nodes please note following remark.
Remark 1. We do not utilize the distributions of load statistics of nonzero-injection nodes and values of line parameters of
distribution network lines during sensor placement. Hence, they will not affect the optimality of our sensor placement. However,
we consider that knowledge of current load statistics and line parameters is available for outage detection.
C. Sensor Types
We broadly classify the various sensors available for distribution system monitoring into two categories: line sensors and
node sensors, and consider placing these two types of sensors in our placement algorithm.
Line Sensor:A line sensor is installed on an edge of a distribution network tree. Examples of line sensors are Sentient MM3
[7] and Tollgrade Lighthouse MV [9]. Line sensors vary in their measurement capabilities from manufacturer to manufacturer.
In this paper we consider that the point of installation of a line sensor on an edge (i, j) is towards the end of the edge connected
to node j, and that the line sensor measures the real power flow on the edge and the voltage magnitude at node j.
Node Sensor: A node sensor is installed at a node of a distribution network tree. Examples of node sensors are Linewatch
L [8] and micro-PMUs [11]. Node sensors vary in their measurement capabilities from manufacturer to manufacturer. In this
paper, we consider that a node sensor installed at a node measures the real power flow on every edge of the node, and the
voltage magnitude at the node.
In Fig. 1, we have line sensors (in green) on edges (3, 6) and (3, 7), and a node sensor (a red circle) at node 1. We
can represent the sensor placement configuration for the network by P = (VP , EP) where the set of nodes endowed with
a node sensor is VP ⊆ V and the set of edges endowed with a line sensor is EP ⊆ E. For Fig. 1, we have VP = {1},
EP = {(3, 6), (3, 7)}.
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Fig. 1: A distribution network represented as a tree.
D. Power Flow Model and Sensor Measurements
We consider the linearized DistFlow equations for the power flow model [23]. Since we consider that the sensors measure
only real power flows, from now on we shall simply refer to real power flows as power flows. Under assumption 1, according to
the linearized DistFlow equations we can write the true power flow sˆ(i,j) on an edge (i, j) as the sum of all loads downstream
of that edge, i.e., sˆ(i,j) =
∑
k∈Tj lk where Tj is set of all nodes in the sub-tree rooted at node j.
Coming to the sensor measurements, let SP be the set of all edges whose power flow is measured either by a node or a line
sensor or both under the placement P . Let MP be the set of all nodes which have their voltage magnitude measured either
by a node or a line sensor or both. The power flow measurement on an edge (i, j) ∈ SP is represented as s(i,j). We have
s(i,j) = sˆ(i,j) + n(i,j) ∀(i, j) ∈ SP (1)
where n(i,j) is the sensor noise. For example, in Fig. 1 we have sˆ(3,6) =
∑
k∈T6 lk = l6 + l9 since T6 = {6, 9}. Since
lk = lˆk + ek, we can re-write (1) as
4s(i,j) =
∑
k∈Tj
lˆk +
∑
k∈Tj
ek + n(i,j) ∀(i, j) ∈ SP . (2)
Similarly, the voltage magnitude measurement at a node j ∈MP is represented as vj . We have
vj = vˆj + nj ∀j ∈MP (3)
where vˆj is the true voltage magnitude at node j and nj is the sensor noise.
E. Outage Hypotheses
We model outages as disconnected edges. An edge outage disconnects a part of the network by breaking the network
into two: an energized tree connected to the root node and an island with no power. For example, outage of edge (3, 6) in
Fig. 1 disconnects nodes 6 and 9 from the main network forming an island with no power. We define an outage hypothesis
H as the set of all edges in outage, i.e., H = {(i, j) ∈ E| Edge (i, j) is in outage}. Let the set of all outage hypotheses
of G be H with |H| = 2N−1 where |H| represents the number of elements in set H. Every line outage results in the
formation of one new island, so an outage hypothesis H results in a forest of trees FH =
{
GH0 ,GH1 , · · · ,GH|H|
}
. WLOG
we represent the energized tree by GH0 . As an example consider Fig. 1 with the outage hypothesis H1 = {(3, 6)}. Under
H1, we have FH1 =
{
GH10 ,GH11
}
. The remaining energized tree is GH10 = (V H10 , EH10 ) with V H10 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8} and
EH10 = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 4), (3, 5), (5, 8), (3, 7)}. The disconnected island is GH11 = (V H11 , EH11 ) with V H11 = {6, 9} and
EH11 = {(6, 9)}.
III. TOPOLOGY DETECTABILITY AND OUTAGE IDENTIFIABILITY
In this section we define the terms: topology detectability and outage identifiability, that are important in the context of sensor
placement for outage detection. In defining the two terms, in addition to assumptions 1-3 we make the following assumption.
Assumption 4. We assume that the sensor measurements obtained from a sensor placement P are noise free, i.e., n(i,j) =
0 ∀(i, j) ∈ SP and nj = 0 ∀j ∈MP , and that load forecasting is perfect, i.e., ei = 0 ∀i ∈ V \ {1}.
The following remark discusses the effect of assumption 4 on performance of detection algorithms.
Remark 2. Since detectability and identifiability will be defined under noise free sensing, the detection performance of any
algorithm that is used for detecting the topology or outage hypothesis, will be binary, i.e., either the algorithm will detect the
correct topology or outage hypothesis with absolute certainty, or it will be unable to detect.
From remark 2 we can see that topology detectability and outage identifiability would depend only on the structure of a
distribution network. The following definition formalizes the concept of topology detectability.
Definition 1 (Topology Detectability). A distribution network G is said to be topology detectable using a sensor placement
P , if under assumptions 1-4 there exists a topology detection algorithm that can detect the topology of the energized tree
GH0 under every outage hypothesis H ∈ H by utilizing the measurements obtained from the placement P and available load
statistics. The sensor placement P is said to ensure topology detectability for the network G.
The following definition describes the concept of a subset placement.
Definition 2 (Subset Placement). A sensor placement P1 is a subset of a sensor placement P2 represented as P1 ⊆ P2 if and
only if MP1 ⊆MP2 and SP1 ⊆ SP2 .
Topology detectability has the property of monotonicity which is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let P1 and P2 be two different sensor placements for a network G such that P1 ⊆ P2. Then, topology detectability
of G under P1 implies topology detectability of G under P2. Conversely, lack of topology detectability of G under P2 implies
lack of topology detectability of G under P1.
Proof of theorem 1 is simple. Any algorithm that enables topology detectability under the placement P1 can do the same
under P2 since P1 ⊆ P2, i.e., P2 provides all measurements obtained from P1 and some more. From this property, we can
see that a sensor placement in which the power flows on all edges of a network and voltage magnitudes at every node of
a network are measured by sensors, would ensure topology detectability for any network. Such a placement is termed as a
maximal sensor placement Pmax. Two examples of Pmax are a placement with node sensors at every node and a placement
with a node sensor at the root node and line sensors on every edge. It is important to note that detecting the topology of the
energized tree GH0 is different from identifying the exact outages that resulted in the topology change, i.e., identifying the set
H ∈ H. For example, consider two outage hypotheses: H1 = {(3, 6)} and H2 = {(3, 6), (6, 9)}. Under both H1 and H2 the
5energized tree is the same, i.e., GH20 = GH10 . Topology detectability refers only to detecting the topology of the energized tree,
i.e., GH10 or GH20 , and does not refer to identifying the outage hypothesis H1 or H2 that caused it.
Unfortunately, identification of the outage hypothesis H ∈ H that resulted in an energized tree GH0 is not always possible,
even with a maximal sensor placement. As an example consider the distribution network of Fig. 1 but with a maximal
sensor placement of node sensors at every node. With this maximal placement, consider again the two outage hypotheses
H1 and H2. Since (3, 6) is in outage in both the outage hypotheses, all the measurements made by the node sensors
would be exactly the same in both the outage situations making them indistinguishable. This is because outage edge (6, 9)
is downstream of outage edge (3, 6). As the two outage hypotheses cannot be distinguished with a maximal placement,
they cannot be distinguished by any placement. Since, all edges that are downstream of outages will be disconnected from
the energized tree irrespective of whether they themselves are in outage or not, and all measurements will be exactly the
same either way, outage detection is restricted to a set HU ⊆ H [19]. HU is the set of all uniquely identifiable outages,
i.e., HU = {H ∈ H| No edge in outage is downstream of another}. Considering outage detection over the set HU we define
outage identifiability as follows.
Definition 3 (Outage identifiability). A distribution network G is said to be outage identifiable using a sensor placement P ,
if under assumptions 1-4 there exists an outage detection algorithm that can identify every outage hypothesis H ∈ HU by
utilizing the measurements obtained from the placement P and available load statistics. The sensor placement P is said to
ensure outage identifiability for the network G.
Similar to topology detectability, outage identifiability also has the property of monotonicity of Theorem 1. A maximum
sensor placement Pmax will always ensure outage identifiability. Ensuring outage identifiability ensures topology detectability
since detecting outages will lead to detection of the energized tree topology. Since, a maximal placement would not be cost
effective, in this paper we propose a cost optimal sensor placement solution that ensures outage identifiability. It is important
to note here that topology detectability and outage identifiability are defined under the noise free conditions of assumption
4. However, in practice sensor measurements and load forecasts will be noisy. But any sensor placement that ensures outage
identifiability will be sufficient to work with an appropriate outage detection algorithm to detect outages in a noisy scenario,
albeit with a performance limit that is determined by the noise in the measurements and load forecasts. Our sensor placement
solution can provide critical sensing for statistical outage detection algorithm such as the ones proposed in [18], [19]. However,
the outage detection algorithms of [18], [19] do not use voltage measurements and hence are unable to detect all outage scenarios
of edges of zero-injection nodes. To address this issue, in a subsequent work we would be presenting an outage detection
algorithm that can detect all edge outages in a distributed manner using noisy measurements obtained from our sensor placement
and noisy load forecasts.
IV. OPTIMAL SENSOR PLACEMENT
In this section we formulate our sensor placement solution as an optimization problem that ensures outage identifiability
at minimal cost. Let xi be a binary variable that determines if node i ∈ V is endowed with a node sensor (xi = 1) or not
(xi = 0). Let x represent the vector of all xi. Similarly, let the binary variable y(i,j) determine if an edge (i, j) ∈ E is
endowed with a line sensor (y(i,j) = 1) or not (y(i,j) = 0). We have y as the vector all y(i,j). Let ai be the cost of placing a
node sensor at node i ∈ V and b(i,j) be the cost of placing a line sensor on edge (i, j) ∈ E. We assume ai ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ V and
b(i,j) ≥ 0 ∀ (i, j) ∈ E. Then, the sensor placement problem is formulated as the following cost minimization problem OP .
OP : minimize:
x,y
∑
i∈V
aixi +
∑
(i,j)∈E
b(i,j)y(i,j) (4)
subject to: d1x1 +
∑
j∈C1
xj +
∑
(1,j)∈E
y(1,j) ≥ d1 − 1 (5)
dkxk +
∑
j∈Ck
xj +
∑
(k,j)∈E
y(k,j)
≥ dk − 2 ∀k ∈ V \ {1} having dk ≥ 3 (6)
xk + y(pk,k) ≥ 1 ∀k ∈ Z. (7)
The following proposition discusses the necessity of constraints of OP in ensuring outage identifiability.
Proposition 1. Under the linearized DistFlow power flow model, assumptions 1-4 and any possible load statistics, the
constraints of OP are necessary and sufficient for an outage detection algorithm to identify the correct outage hypothesis
H ∈ HU .
Now we shall explain how the constraints of OP are necessary and sufficient for outage identifiability. Firstly, constraint
(5) ensures that the outages of child edges of the root node are identifiable. Since, the root node supplies power to all loads in
6a distribution network through its child edges, monitoring these edges directly with sensors is necessary to know if they are
in outage (zero power flow) or not (non-zero power flow). The root node has d1 − 1 child edges since it has one parent edge
that connects it to the main power grid. Hence, constraint (5) requires that a combination of a node and line sensors must
monitor all d1 − 1 child edges of the root node. In Fig. 1 the child edges of the root node are monitored by a node sensor
at the root node. To illustrate the necessity of constraint (5) assume that the constraint is violated by having a node sensor at
node 4 instead of node 1. In that case, under both an outage of edge (1, 2) or an outage of edge (2, 4), the node sensor at
node 4 will make the exact same set of measurements, making it impossible for any algorithm to differentiate the two outage
scenarios.
Constraint (6) is for identifiability of outages of child edges of a non-root nodes with degree greater than or equal to 3. A
non-root node k ∈ V with dk ≥ 3 has one parent edge and dk−1 child edges. Since the parent edge is a child edge of another
node, we can assume that the outages of the parent edge can be identified by a sensor upstream. Hence, we only need to
ensure the identifiability of outages of the child edges. To achieve this we need to monitor at least dk − 2 child edges. Hence
for a non-root node k ∈ V with dk ≥ 3, constraint (6) requires that a combination of sensors must monitor at least dk − 2
child edges of node k. In Fig. 1, two child edges (3, 6) and (3, 7) of the non-root node 3 are monitored by line sensors. Noise
free power flow measurement of edge (3, 6) and perfect load forecast together enable identification of outages of edges (3, 6)
and (6, 9). Since power flows are additive, power flow on edge (3, 5) can be obtained by subtracting the power flows of edges
(3, 6) and (3, 7) from the power flow on edge (1, 3). Finally, outages of edge (5, 8) can be identified by using the computed
power flow on edge (3, 5) and perfect load forecasts. To illustrate the necessity of constraint (6) assume that we do not have
a line sensor on edge (3, 6). In that case, it is possible that a certain combination of load statistics and line parameters might
result in the remaining two sensors to make the exact same measurements under two different outage scenarios: outage of
edge (3, 5) and outage of edge (3, 6). Hence, constraint (6) is necessary. It is important to note here that outage identifiability
of child edges of non-root nodes with degree 2 also requires constraint (6). However, for a degree 2 node the right hand side
of (6) is zero and hence we need not place any sensors to satisfy (6).
In addition to constraints (5) and (6) we need (7) for identifiability of edge outages of zero-injection nodes. Assume that
node 3 in Fig.1 is a zero-injection node. Consider two outage hypotheses H3 = {(1, 3)} and H4 = {(3, 5), (3, 6), (3, 7)}.
Under both H3 and H4, the node sensor at node 1 would measure zero flow on edge (1, 3) and the line sensors on edges (3, 6)
and (3, 7) would measure zero power flow and zero voltage. Hence, sensor measurements from the sensor placement of Fig. 1
cannot help distinguish H3 and H4. Constraint (7) resolves this issue by having a line sensor on edge (1, 3) or a node sensor
at 3. A line sensor on edge (1, 3) would measure zero voltage under H3 but would give a non-zero voltage measurement
under H4. The same ideas are true if we had a node sensor at node 3. Thus the two scenarios can be distinguished. In this
way, the three constraints together are necessary to ensure that sufficient measurement data is available to distinguish and
detect every outage hypothesis H ∈ HU . Multiple hypothesis testing is an outage detection algorithm that works with our
sensor placement. Since our sensor placement solution ensures outage identifiability, it can be employed for outage detection
in practical scenarios where sensor measurements and load statistics are noisy. The costs ai∀i ∈ V and b(i,j)∀(i, j) ∈ E in the
objective function (4) are user defined and can vary depending on the sensor products and utility practices. It is important to
note that OP does not consider load statistics anywhere. However, considering load statistics in sensor placement as in [19]
reduces the number of sensors required, albeit with the disadvantage of dependency on load statistics. In the following section,
we propose a dynamic-programming-based algorithm that can provide an optimal solution to OP in polynomial time.
V. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM
Dynamic programming is a technique that is used to solve many optimization problems in polynomial time for which a
naive approach would take exponential time. For dynamic programming to be applicable, an optimization problem must have
two key attributes: optimal substructure and overlapping sub-problems. Optimal substructure means that the solution to a given
optimization problem can be obtained by a combination of optimal solutions to its smaller but similar sub-problems (Bellman’s
principle) [24]. Overlapping sub-problems means that any recursive algorithm solving the problem should solve the same sub-
problems over and over, rather than generating new sub-problems. To solve by dynamic programming we first need to define
a sub-problem that has an optimal substructure and then remember the solutions to the sub-problems that we have already
solved and re-use them (memoization). In our dynamic programming algorithm, we shall use the following notations. Firstly,
we define a critical node set Veval as a set containing the root node, nodes with a minimum degree 3 and zero-injection nodes,
i.e., Veval = {i ∈ V | i = 1 or di ≥ 3 or i ∈ Z}. The depth of a node i ∈ V , represented by fi, is the number of edges in
the path that connects node i to the root node. The depth of the root node is 0, i.e. , f1 = 0. The depth of the tree is the
maximum of the depths of all nodes i ∈ V , i.e. , fmax = maxi∈V fi. Also, let mi = max(ai, b(pi,i))∀i ∈ V − {1}, i.e , mi is
the maximum of the cost of node sensor at node i and the cost of line sensor on parent edge of i.
Our dynamic programming sub-problem is finding an optimal sensor placement for a sub-tree rooted at a node i ∈ Veval. The
sub-problem is solved by the function Placement. With this sub-problem definition, we start our algorithm at depth fmax − 1
and traverse up the tree to depth f1 = 0, by decreasing the depth by 1 after each iteration. The number of iterations is equal
to fmax. We start at depth fmax−1 since all the nodes at depth fmax are nonzero-injection nodes with degree 2 and therefore
7Function: Placement(q ∈ Qk, P)
1: Input: Node q ∈ Qk, current placement P .
2: Output: Updated P .
3: Begin
4: list = NoSensorChild(q,P)
5: if q == 1 & Length(list) > 0 & aq ≤
∑
i∈list mi then
6: VP = VP ∪ {1}
7: else if q == 1 then
8: VP = VP ∪ {i ∈ list | mi == ai}
9: t =
{
(q, i) ∈ E|i ∈ list and mi == b(q,i)
}
10: EP = EP ∪ t
11: else if q ∈ Z & Length(list) ≤ 1 then
12: if aq ≤ b(pq,q) then
13: VP = VP ∪ q
14: else
15: EP = EP ∪ (pq, q)
16: end if
17: else
18: list2 = FindMax(list)
19: if q ∈ Z & aq ≤ b(pq,q) +
∑
i∈list2 mi then
20: VP = VP ∪ {q}
21: else if q /∈ Z & aq ≤
∑
i∈list2 mi then
22: VP = VP ∪ {q}
23: else
24: VP = VP ∪ {i ∈ list2 | mi == ai}
25: t =
{
(q, i) ∈ E|i ∈ list2 and mi == b(q,i)
}
26: EP = EP ∪ t
27: end if
28: end if
do not affect the constraints of OP . At each iteration k the algorithm is at a search depth fAlgk = fmax − k. At each depth
fAlgk , we make a list of all nodes at that depth that are in Veval. Let this list be represented as Qk =
{
i ∈ Veval|fi = fAlgk
}
.
At each iteration k, for each node q ∈ Qk we execute the function Placement, i.e., we solve the sub-problem at q. If q ∈ Qk
has dq ≥ 3 we have two competing solutions to the sub-problem at q: the optimal sensor placement could include a node
sensor at q or could include a combination of node and line sensors on it’s children and child edges. We need to evaluate
the cost for both the choices and choose the minimum. Similarly if q ∈ Qk is a zero-injection node we have two competing
solutions to the sub-problem at q: the optimal sensor placement could include a node sensor at i or a line sensor on parent
edge of i. Again, we need to evaluate the cost for both the choices and choose the minimum. After solving the sub-problem at
q, the function Placement updates the current placement P . This is equivalent to memoization. This process is repeated until
the sub-problem at root node 1 is solved to obtain an optimal solution to OP . At the start of algorithm we have the placement
as P = (VP = Φ, EP = Φ) which is updated at every execution of the function Placement. The placement P after the final
iteration k = fmax is the optimal placement. The function Placement employs the functions NoSensorChild, Length and
FindMax. A brief description of these three functions is given below.
1) NoSensorChild(q,P): The inputs to this function are each node q in each Qk and the current placement P . The function
returns the set list which is the set of child nodes of node q that do not have a node sensor and whose parent edge does
not have a line sensor. Hence, list = {i ∈ Cq|i /∈ VP , (q, i) /∈ EP}.
2) Length(list): This function returns the number of elements in the input list.
3) FindMax(list): This function has input list and outputs the set list2 = list−{maxnode} where maxnode = arg maxi∈list mi.
maxnode is a single node. If multiple nodes in list have the same mi, then maxnode is the one with the least degree di.
As an example to understand the dynamic programming algorithm consider the distribution network of Fig. 1. There are
no zero-injection nodes in this network. Let ai = 2∀ i ∈ V , b(3,6) = b(3,7) = 0.3 and b(i,j) = 1∀(i, j) ∈ E − {(3, 6), (3, 7)}.
Initially, we have the placement P = (VP = Φ, EP = Φ). The depth of the tree fmax = 3. Hence, our algorithm has 3
iterations and starts with iteration k = 1 at depth fAlg1 = 2. There are no critical nodes at depth 2. Hence we move up to
depth fAlg2 = 1 for iteration k = 2. Here, we have Q2 = {3} since d3 = 4. For node 3 we execute the function Placement.
As we have a3 = 2 but b(3,6) + b(3,7) = 0.6, Placement returns P with updated EP = {(3, 6), (3, 7)}. Then for the final
iteration we move up to fAlg3 = 0. Here, we have Q3 = {1}. For node 1 the function Placement is executed. Since a1 = 2 and
8b(1,2) + b(1,3) = 2, we could either place a node sensor at 1 or line sensors on it’s child edges. Both placements are equivalent
in terms of total cost. We chose to place a node sensor at 1. Then the final placement as illustrated in Fig. 1 is P = (VP , EP)
where VP = {1} and EP = {(3, 6), (3, 7)}.
The run-time T of any dynamic programming algorithm is given by T = (Number of sub-problems×Number of competing solutions per sub-problem×
time per sub-problem) [24]. In our dynamic programming placement algorithm we have |Veval| number of sub-problems. Each
sub-problem has two competing solutions. The time per sub-problem is O(1) since we employ memoization and therefore
have access to optimal solutions of sub-problems that have already been solved [24]. Hence, the run-time T of our placement
algorithm is O(|Veval| × 2× 1), i.e. , O(|Veval|). Since |Veval| < N , we have O(|Veval|) < O(N).
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present optimal sensor placement solutions for various distribution network models. We present three
sets of numerical results. In the first set, we show that the optimum sensor placement is varies with costs. In the second set,
we simulate sensor placement for a couple of standard IEEE test feeders, highlighting the change in optimal sensor placement
with zero-injection nodes. Finally, we demonstrate the scalability of our dynamic programming algorithm.
All results presented here were computed using MATLAB based code running on a 3.4GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600
processor with 8 GB of RAM. In all results, an edge in green represents a line flow sensor and a node in red represents a
node sensor. We used the MATLAB function timeit to measure the algorithm execution times.
A. Effect of Sensor Costs
In this simulation, we consider a single phase test feeder model (TEST) with 30 nodes and node 1 as the root node. We find
optimal sensor placement for this feeder under two different simulation cases. In the first case (case 1), we have ai = 2 ∀i ∈ V ,
b(i,j) = 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ E and no zero-injection nodes in the network. The optimal sensor placement for case 1 is illustrated in Fig.
2. In the second case (case 2) we have ai = 3 ∀i ∈ V , b(i,j) = 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ E and again no zero-injection nodes. The optimal
sensor placement for case 2 is illustrated in Fig. 3. Table I compares the two cases in terms of the number of node sensors
|VP |, number of line sensors |EP | and algorithm execution time. We can clearly observe that the placement algorithm does
not place any node sensors in case 2 since the relative cost of a node sensor to a line sensor is higher in case 2 as compared
to case 1. |Veval| being same for both the cases which makes the execution times similar.
Fig. 2: TEST feeder: Case 1
B. Presence of Zero-Injection Nodes
Next we applied our sensor placement algorithm to modified versions of IEEE 37 and IEEE 123 feeders. The modifications
performed are according to [23]. For both the feeders, the feeder voltage and power ratings are left unchanged. However, we
assume that all lines are single phase, all loads in the network are constant power loads and ignore any transformers or voltage
regulators that are present. We find an optimal sensor placement for each IEEE feeder under two different simulation cases:
case 3 and case 4. In both case 3 and 4, we have ai = 2 ∀i ∈ V , b(i,j) = 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ E. However, in case 3 we have no
zero-injection nodes while in case 4 we have 10 zero-injection nodes for IEEE 37 feeder and 28 zero-injection nodes for IEEE
123 feeder. Table I compares the two cases for both IEEE 37 and IEEE 123 feeders in terms of the number of node sensors
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|VP |, number of line sensors |EP | and algorithm execution time. From Table. I it can be clearly observed that the presence
of zero-injection nodes in the network has changed the optimal sensor placement. For both the IEEE feeders, the presence
of zero-injection nodes under case 4 has increased the number of node sensors placed |VP |. However, since |Veval| is almost
same under both cases 3 and 4 for both IEEE feeders, the execution times are similar as can be seen from the Table. I.
C. Scalability
To illustrate the scalability of our dynamic programming algorithm we find optimal sensor placements under case 3 for
a couple of networks of larger size. The first network is a 183 node test feeder from our Department of Energy SHINES
(Sustainable Holistic Integration of Energy Storage and Solar PV) project. The second network is a modified version of IEEE
European low voltage test feeder with 906 nodes. The modifications performed are same as those performed for IEEE 37 and
123 feeders. The results tabulated in Table I illustrate that the execution time of our algorithm for these larger networks is still
small, supporting the notion that our algorithm is scalable to larger networks.
TABLE I: Sensor placement results for various distribution feeders
Feeder Case |Veval| |VP | |EP | Time (10−4 s)
TEST 1 7 2 5 4.7
TEST 2 7 0 11 4.4
IEEE 37 3 12 1 12 7.8
IEEE 37 4 13 7 5 7.7
IEEE 123 3 34 4 31 16
IEEE 123 4 35 18 12 15
SHINES 3 62 1 61 35
European 3 97 7 86 70
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a dynamic programming based minimum cost sensor placement solution for outage detection.
We have introduced systematic definitions of concepts such as topology detectability and outage identifiability that are important
in the context of outage detection. Then, we have formulated the sensor placement as a cost optimization problem with
constraints that are necessary and sufficient for outage identifiability. Given the assumed tree structure of the networks, we
proposed a dynamic programming algorithm that solves the sensor placement problem in polynomial time. Finally, we have
presented numerical results that illustrate the properties of our sensor placement algorithm for multiple feeder models. Currently,
we are developing distributed outage detection algorithms that utilize the proposed sensor placement solution to detect line
outages in a distributed manner. Also, we are working on extending our placement solution, and developing outage detection
algorithms for distribution networks with distributed generators (DGs) and grid-connected microgrids since these networks
raise unique challenges [25] that were not considered in the current formulation.
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